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Infowars and Alex Jones have given a very important presentation on the most critical issue of global climate
engineering/geoengineering.  More and more in the independent alternative news community are realizing the
dire and immediate threat posed by the aerosol spraying crimes. More and more are realizing that if climate
engineering is not stopped, soon enough nothing else will matter. Our thanks to Alex Jones and Infowars for
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this very helpful presentation.
Dane Wigington
geoengineeringwatch.org

20 Responses to Government Weather Manipulation Exposed

1.  Bella_Fantasia says:
August 21, 2014 at 5:00 am

It is easy to poke fun at Alex Jones because he seems a bit manic and breathless. He is credible, and
showing these documents certainly helps his credibility. Thank you, Alex.

We are all conspiracy theorists now it seems. But all this is real and in force. I’m worried for all life in
the biosphere, but I remain connected hoping for the awareness level and bravery we need to take hold.
Those whose job requires they hide or deny these programs needs to make a moral assessment of
themselves and their place in the Universe. These are the people who collectively can bring this out
into the light of day.

Kristen Meghan, former USAF hygienist turned whistle blower, needs company.

Thank you always, Dane and others, who work everyday to enlighten and wake up the sleeping masses.
Peace and perseverance to All.
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2.  Beth Morris says:
August 19, 2014 at 12:14 pm

Thanks for the link, I’ll be checking it out for sure!
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3.  Beth Morris says:
August 18, 2014 at 4:37 pm
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I hate what they are doing, to our earth/sky and to us. I suffer from fibromyalgia and I can’t help but to
look up and wonder if geoengineering plays a part in this “mysterious” illness that has ruined my life. I
was disappointed Alex didn’t go through the rest of the documents as I was looking forward into
looking into them. Does anyone know if there is somewhere I can go to see a list of or links to the other
documents, please?
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4.  SkywatcherGrandma says:
August 18, 2014 at 4:28 pm

Alex mentioned Paul Crutzen. In 2012 (March 12) Time magazine article called “Nature Is Over”, Paul
Crutzen says (in highlighted orange color). “It’s no longer us against “Nature”. Instead, it’s we who
decide what nature is and what it will be”. Here’s a quote from the article by environmentalist and
futurist “Stewart Brand”. “We’ll decide whether human beings continue to thrive or flame out, taking
the planet down along the way.” There is a couple more lines and he ends with this. ” We are as Gods,
and we have to get good at it.
There are many other parts in this article I’d love to mention but this would be long. I was so mad
reading this article I could hardly stand it. Who do they think they are and to say they have to be like
Gods?! I looked at several future issues to see what people were saying about this terrible article but I
never saw one comment about it. Check it out.
http://high-place.blogspot.com/2012/03/nature-is-over-by-bryan-walsh-time.html
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5.  Marlene Sosebee says:
August 18, 2014 at 1:20 pm

I know that these Chemtrails are backed by the largest of corporations such as big oil and
pharmaceuticals and if you follow the money trail you will understand their motives. Blocking the sun
will reduce the effectiveness of solar and increase profits for big oil. Breathing heavy metals will make
people sick and increase the profits of big pharma.

Chemtrails are MARKET SCHEMES… Solar panels are less effective so gas and oil make more
money. people get sick so big pharma makes more money, agriculture and trees don’t grow in polluted
soil from these sprayed chemicals but Monsanto has seeds that they have developed that are
impervious to these chemicals. When they control the weather they create droughts in areas that lower
the price of real estate, buy it up and make profit when they return the rains. (HAARP can and is doing
this) WAKE UP PEOPLE.

Why does our government do nothing about this? I think it is a combination of ignorance and fear. The
large corporations that profit from this have the supreme court behind them ‘money is speech and
corporations are people’ therefore, if politicians speak out they get voted out. Plus most of this is done
without their knowledge. ‘National Security’ keeps the military projects secret… thanks to the Patriot
Act and NSA secret agenda.
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6.  Andre says:
August 18, 2014 at 1:43 am
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This is sickening. How long are we allowing these sick, bloody darn psychopathic control freaks, to get
away with this & still keep on committing all these crimes against humanity & the planet? It is high
time, these lunatics are stopped in their tracks once and for all & are put to justice!! Enough is
enough…
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7.  Bonnie Vachter says:
August 17, 2014 at 6:19 pm

Too late for the Oregon coast!
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8.  Lola Anders says:
August 17, 2014 at 2:03 pm

Well spoken.
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9.  Ray says:
August 17, 2014 at 12:33 pm

Thank you Alex for covering this. Unfortunately many have been brainwashed into ignoring Alex and
thinking he’s a nut. I know he isn’t but to try to convince friends otherwise is exasperating. Same
futility felt when I’d try to point out the sprayed skies to people back in late 2005 when our area of
L.A. first began getting sprayed heavy on a daily basis.
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10.  JT says:
August 17, 2014 at 4:37 am

More fallout and suffering  Horses suffering from skin falling off and burned and blisters on faces in
Calif, Texas, Co.
http://m.hesperiastar.com/article/20140805/News/140809900
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11.  vera Jennings says:
August 16, 2014 at 9:39 pm

Thank you Dane Wigington and Alex Jones. So nice to hear the truth.

Reply

12.  JR says:
August 16, 2014 at 9:26 pm

Lola; Supposedly Congress is funding the HAARP project. Check out dvd “Holes In Heaven”
Advances in Nikola Tesla Technology, it’s been out for some years. If you contact your Congress
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Reps., Senators, they will more than likely tell you what you see as Chemtrails the military says are
Contrails but we know better, right? I have not seen this aired by Alex yet, I’ll get around to it soon
enough. I’m aware of many other issues he’s covered, one such example as the “The Bohemian
Grove”. I think he did “Fall of The Republic”, “Endgame”, etc… This guy puts his life on the line as
Dane and the rest of us for airing our big time concerns, some more no doubt. It seems most reps. are
followers and not leaders as we would like to see and are led to believe, especially for the gullible.
Chemtrails and HAARP work together no doubt, end of story!
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13.  Tim says:
August 16, 2014 at 8:40 pm

All you need to do is look up. Did we ever have skies like this when we were young? NEVER.
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14.  zav says:
August 16, 2014 at 7:41 pm

Now hopefully we can get him to say ‘zionism” and address that issue too. He has over 800 000
subscribers to his YouTube account and always manages to get on TV but at least its a good start
talking about geoengineering
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15.  Doreen Agostino says:
August 16, 2014 at 5:36 pm

More Than Owning the Weather in 2025

TITLE: “Present and Future Plans of Federal Agencies in Weather-Climate Modification”

Documents from 1966 reveals a network of government agencies in perpetual and secret collaboration,
working with the military to Geoengineer the climate.

Created as an agenda of the elitist National Academy of Sciences – decades of an inter-agency culture
of secrecy explains why the issue of covert aerosol Geoengineering is a taboo topic to be degraded to
the status of “conspiracy theory” by every government agency in this web of complicit bureaucrats at
every opportunity. This is why your local TV “meteorologist” will rarely make a helpful comment
about an unusual sky filled with persistent jet trails.

The document promises: “weather-modification can provide battlespace dominance to a degree never
before imagined. The “never before imagined” comment speaks directly to the HAARP ionospheric
heater facility, the Bernard Eastlund patents, and military strategies for global military dominance.

Together we can reach into the realm of all possibilities and ‘choose’ the kind of future that will arise
from chaos of the present. https://ourgreaterdestiny.wordpress.com/2014/08/16/zero-tolerance-for-the-
lie/
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16.  Greg McCann says:
August 16, 2014 at 4:38 pm

Great video, thanks to all involved, especially Alex Jones!
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17.  Lola Anders says:
August 16, 2014 at 3:06 pm

Love the work that Alex does for all of us. Keep it up Alex.
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18.  Lola Anders says:
August 16, 2014 at 3:04 pm

Nicola Tesla discovered this technology. It is now CONTROLLED by the U.S. Military Complex and
the Russian’s have it, as well. People like Dane Wigington are helping to expose the truth about
H.A.A.R.P. and the chemical trails that are being sprayed nearly on a daily basis in almost everywhere
around the globe. The Geo-Engineers involved with this project are also telling the press that they
cannot “stop” spraying, because then the Earth’s climate will spiral out of control. What garbage they
are feeding the public. Who voted for this technology to be used to “CONTROL” the weather? I don’t
even remember having a say in this matter, did our “representatives” forget to tell us about “their”
plans for our future?
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19.  Krystina Schindler says:
August 16, 2014 at 2:27 pm

Excellent!! Our sci=fi reality!

Reply

20.  Cori Gunnells says:
August 16, 2014 at 2:11 pm

This is fantastic. Everyone should thank Alex Jones. He has a huge audience.
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RT TV Global News Live Feed

RT TV is the most uncensored
international news still available.

Live Satellite Images Link

Watch the live satellite activity.
-->Geostationary Satellite Server<--

Gallery of Satellite Images of Eastern Pacific Spraying

Top Stories
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Are They Not Telling Us About?

Clouds, What’s Real? What’s Not?

By Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Many in the anti-geoengineering movement have
focused almost exclusively on the horizon-to-horizon

The Engineered Incineration Of California

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org The once “Golden State” is literally being fried by
what can only

Government Weather Manipulation Exposed

Infowars and Alex Jones have given a very important presentation on the most critical issue

Assault By Global Weather Modification

My thanks to the editors of “Lotus Guide” (a Northern California magazine) for their courage

The Planetary Burning Rages Out Of Control

The NOAA map below shows the climate engineered frying of the Western US is scheduled

The Geoengineers Believe Its Their Right To Control Earth’s Life Support
Systems

The picture above is of internationally recognized geoengineer Ken Caldeira from Stanford
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University. A sidekick

Evidence Conclusive: Ukraine Military Shot Down MH17 In False Flag
Operation

US And Ukraine Fabricated Evidence To Blame Russia And The Rebels  Source: The
Millennium Report

Why are massive numbers of sea creatures dying along the west coast right
now?

Source: Activist Post Never before have we seen so much death along the west coast

Engineered Drought Catastrophe, Target California (Live Presentation)

The western US is under an all out climate engineering assault, California most of all.
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Geoengineering Watch Radio for 8/23/2014

Geoengineering Watch Radio for 8/16/2014

Geoengineering: The Biggest Threat to Our Planet
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Geoengineering Watch Radio for 8/9/2014

Coast to Coast Exposes Geoengineering, an Interview with Dane Wigington

Geoengineering Watch Radio for 8/2/2014

Geoengineering Watch Radio for 7/26/2014

Disclosure Media With Rex Bear, HAARP and Geoengineering

The JJ McCartney Show, Global Eco-Terror
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Creating Storms
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Gallery of Satellite Images of Eastern Pacific Spraying

The photos below clearly show the continuous barrage of aerosol spraying that has been taking
place on the west coast of the United States. (click on

Main Stream Media “Scientists” Try To Cover Up Engineered Snow Storms.

Main Stream Media And Their Paid Liar “Scientists” Are Desperately Trying To Hide The Truth
About Climate Engineering Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org The artificially nucleated
snow storms

GeoengineeringWatch Weather Update Feb 2, 2014

Finally the public at large is beginning to realize there is something very wrong with the snow.
Chemically nucleated artificial snow storms have been the norm

The Government-Coordinated CHEMTRAIL Conspiracy Continues
Unabated

Vast Swaths Of America Now See Little Or No Sunlight; Massive Areas Under Continuous
Chemical Assault Originally posted at: StateoftheNation2012.com Never in the history of the

Geoengineered Snowstorms – THE SNOWMEN Turning Warmth Into
Winter Part 2

“we are reposting “The snowmen, turning warmth to winter” because it is imperative that people
understand the completely engineered nature of the weather events occurring now

Aircraft Spraying Videos
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Weather Warfare Against Innocent Populations Of The World

Was weather warfare waged against the people who attended the famous Woodstock event so
many years ago? Was the completely freak snow storm (that

Caught In The Act

This short video (43 seconds) is yet one more great tool which proves what we are seeing in our
skies is absolutely aircraft spraying,

Circles Of Insanity, The Blatant Chemical Spraying Of Our Skies

How is it possible that anyone could deny the atmospheric spraying so very visible in our skies?
How can we explain why some are

Activist Articles & Videos

Fresno Citizens Address Geoengineering

WRCFresnoTV — GeoEngineering Fresno Skies Without Informed Consent is No Laughing
Matter, It is a Crime Against Humanity Request for an investigation into GeoEngineering in
Fresno

Geoengineering Education Video Shows Astounding Contempt

I have seen some infantile public education productions from the climate science community in
the past, but this 5 minute video truly takes the prize. Though
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Brazilians Fight Back Against Climate Engineering

Help Brazil Prohibit Chemtrails! Through a citizen initiative, a new legislative proposal was
initiated in order to prohibit Chemtrails activities in all Brazilian states and territories.

Sounding the Alarm on Global Geoengineering

Yet another major US highway now has a huge commercial billboard to help sound the alarm on
the catastrophic climate engineering programs. An ever increasing number

Health

Chemical Weapons Testing – Rare Top Secret US Military Film

This rare vintage US government Film shows deadly Chemical Weapons Testing and provides
discussion of the effects and potential military applications.

Heavy Metal Contamination And Radio Frequency Exposure, A Very Bad
Mix

All of us are under constant exposure to toxic heavy metals day in and day out from the climate
engineering fallout. As our bodies absorb these

Renowned Physician Sounds The Alarm On Climate Engineering

“Dr. Hans Kugler, PhD, is one of our most highly recognized researchers in the field of anti-
aging medicine; his scientific presentations – supported by impeccable documentation –

911 Flooded With Difficulty Breathing Calls After Heavy Spraying

The degree of human health impact already caused by the decades long atmospheric spraying
could never be quantified. Respiratory mortality is off the charts around the
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Farmed Fish, The Most Toxic Food In The World

Think fish are good for you? In many cases, this could not be further from the truth. The three
minute video below gives a glimpse into

25 Critical Facts About This Ebola Outbreak That Every American Needs
To Know

  What would a global pandemic look like for a disease that has no cure and that kills more than
half of the people that it

Ebola: Spider’s web of infection is growing as hunt continues for 30,000
‘victims’ of outbreak

Nigeria’s Special Advisor on Public Health Dr Yewande Adeshina said: “We’re actually looking
at contacting over 30,000 people” Source: Mirror The hunt for people in contact

Ebola fears hit close to home

Source: CNN Patrick Sawyer had one stop to make before heading home to Minnesota to
celebrate his daughters’ birthdays: a conference in Lagos, Nigeria. But when

Lethal Engineered Pathogens are the Stock and Trade of Our Government

Where do you think all the Nazi bioscientists war criminals went after World War ll? Many went
to Russia and many more came to the USA.
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You are now Breathing Ethylene Dibromide, Virally Mutated Molds, Nano-
Particulates of Aluminum and Barium, and Polymer Fibers with
Unidentified Bio-Active Material

This image showing a relatively pristine earth was taken during the Apollo Missions between
1969 and 1972. The earth floats like a beautiful blue and white

Staff Writer

UPDATED: Engineered Drought Catastrophe Continues, Target California

Most of the “the golden state” is now parched, baked and dried far beyond any historical
precedent. Reservoirs are nearly empty, streams are drying up, and

“Engineering The Climate” : A Congressional Report.

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org While the “scientists”, the US military, and numerous
other governmental agencies, continue to deny the reality of the massive global geoengineering
programs, the

Climate Assault Could End Life On Earth

A Veteran Journalist’s Perspective “Straight From The Heart” is an exceptionally well researched
article just penned for geoengineeringwatch.org by veteran Canadian journalist Will Thomas.
Will has

Main Stream Media “Scientists” Try To Cover Up Engineered Snow Storms.

Main Stream Media And Their Paid Liar “Scientists” Are Desperately Trying To Hide The Truth
About Climate Engineering Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org The artificially nucleated
snow storms
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Media Increases Mass Distraction While The Walls Close In On Us All

We Are All Lab Rats In A Grand And Lethal Experiment Dane Wigington
geoengineeringwatch.org Unimaginable global climate experiments have been going on in many
forms for more

Radio Frequency Dangers

Heavy Metal Contamination And Radio Frequency Exposure, A Very Bad
Mix

All of us are under constant exposure to toxic heavy metals day in and day out from the climate
engineering fallout. As our bodies absorb these

WiFi to Kill Millions Whistleblower Says

Note: This story is VERY important.  I urge you to share it on all social networks to send the
truth VIRAL  If you are a truth

Top Biochemist Calls to Abolish Smart Meters, WiFi in Schools, and Baby
Monitors

Our modern world is creating an electromagnetic soup filled with electrical pulses, radio
frequencies, computer screens, wireless signals, as well as personal devices such as cell

Study Shows Radiofrequency Radiation Impact on Aspen Seedlings,
International Journal of Forestry Research

Aspens have been rapidly dying throughout Colorado since 2004. The attached article, “Adverse
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Influence of Radio Frequency Background on Trembling Aspen Seedlings: Preliminary
Observations”, published in

Barrie Trower WiFi Report – Humanity At The Brink

As stated by University Researchers, Government Scientists and International Scientific
Advisors; a minimum of 57.7% of schoolgirls exposed to low-level microwave radiation (Wi-fi)
are at risk

Perspectives

Enter the Rightful Role of the Truth Warrior

Source: Zen Gardner It’s amazing how people have been backed into a corner by this barrage of
social programming and outright intimidation. People actually feel apologetic

Happy Ending? Or Happy Now

Source: Zen Gardner No matter where I turn the awakening is screaming out at me. Every event
and announcement of intention by the dark side, no

Weird weather over Shambala

Source: Craigs List Can anyone really doubt the reality of global weirding now?This is not
normal summer time weather.104 degrees the other day, and 73 degrees

Peace at the Edge of World

Source: Zen Gardner What a strange world we’re living in. It’s wonderful we have other
dimensional realities we’re anchored to, but this is one weird place.
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Transcending the Parasitic Fear Agenda

Source: Zen Gardner Everyone experiences fear. It’s a jarring emotion that gets amplified by the
reptilian fight or flight side of our human make up. The

Synchronicity and the Ever Present Singularity

Source: Zen Gardner It’s amazing, it’s wonderful, and it’s so significant! I continue to experience
and observe the most exponential increase in synchronistic events and communication

The Awakening – Clash of Civilizations

Source: Zen Gardner Despite the furious efforts of the world’s Machiavellian destroyers,
humanity is waking up. We’re seeing significant progress in exposing the ongoing brutal Gaza

Strike While the Iron is Hot

Source: Zen Gardner This age old expression is so very true. When trying to forge change in any
way, it’s all important to begin to do

The Poisoning, Bankruptcy and Poverty of Geoengineering

By Nancy Levant   Poisoning All biological life, soil, rain, snow, ground water and air are
poisoned by depleted uranium, aluminum, strontium, barium, sulfates, and other

You Don’t Have To Carry That Weight
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I find this concept intriguing, as it’s very subtle but a major influence on many of us. Those
working hard to help influence and change this

These Jets are Spraying Aerosols

Government Document: “Weather as a Force Multiplier”

ANIMATED LIVE SATELLITE LINK

--->LIVE LINK<---

DONATIONS

YOUR SUPPORT KEEPS US
IN THIS CRITICAL FIGHT

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/photo-of-the-day-four-chemtrail-tankers-spray-with-no-gap.jpg
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents/vol3ch15.pdf
http://sat.wrh.noaa.gov/satellite/loopsat.php?wfo=mfr&area=west&type=fog&size=4
http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/geo/index.php?satellite=east&channel=ir4&coverage=conus&file=gif&imgoranim=8&anim_method=flash
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Weather Warfare Against Innocent Populations Of The World

Was weather warfare waged against the people who attended the famous Woodstock event so
many years ago? Was the completely freak snow storm (that completely perplexed

Geoengineering And Ocean Die Off, It’s Not Just Fukushima

Stratospheric aerosol geoengineering is certainly having horrific effects on the entire world
including the oceans. There are other forms of geoengineering focused specifically on the
oceans.

Global Weather Modification Assault Causing Climate Chaos And
Environmental Catastrophe

By Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org What Major Factor Causing “Climate Change”
Are They Not Telling Us About? More alarming articles and studies are surfacing each day
which confirm

Clouds, What’s Real? What’s Not?
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By Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Many in the anti-geoengineering movement have
focused almost exclusively on the horizon-to-horizon trails, but such obvious spraying is only a
small fraction of

The Engineered Incineration Of California

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org The once “Golden State” is literally being fried by
what can only be considered an all out weather warfare assault. Our own governments

The Insidious Conditioning Of An Uninformed Population

Those in power have spent decades refining and perfecting various means and methods of
conditioning populations. Great effort has been undertaken in regard to getting the

Government Weather Manipulation Exposed

Infowars and Alex Jones have given a very important presentation on the most critical issue of
global climate engineering/geoengineering.  More and more in the independent alternative

Renowned Physician Sounds The Alarm On Climate Engineering

“Dr. Hans Kugler, PhD, is one of our most highly recognized researchers in the field of anti-
aging medicine; his scientific presentations – supported by impeccable documentation –

911 Flooded With Difficulty Breathing Calls After Heavy Spraying

The degree of human health impact already caused by the decades long atmospheric spraying
could never be quantified. Respiratory mortality is off the charts around the
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Pacific Hurricane Blown Apart By The Climate Engineers

Though some may think that the obliteration of a hurricane is an act of benevolence, it is only a
demonstration of power by the power brokers.

Climate Engineering Lies of Omission

In this 11 minute video, a private weather modification company, Aquiess Global Rain Project,
clearly admits (on network news) to many of the existing weather/climate modification

Q & A, Engineered Drought Catastrophe, Target California

The public is waking up fast to the climate engineering issue and people have an ever increasing
amount of questions. This video was taken at a

Coast to Coast Exposes Geoengineering, an Interview with Dane Wigington

Rob Simone interviews Dane Wigington, lead researcher from geoengineeringwatch.org in a
show titled ”Geoengineering and Weather Manipulation” on August 2, 2014. Our thanks to Rob
for his extremely direct

Mainstream Magazine Covers Climate Engineering

SOCO Magazine has shown exceptional journalistic courage by posting a featured article
covering the ongoing geoengineering insanity. This is a breakthrough in many ways as more

Air Quality Official Confirms No Testing Is Done Which Could Show
Geoengineering Contamination

A Chattanooga air quality official confirms that their air testing agency is not designed to detect
the nano particulate toxic heavy metal fallout from the ongoing
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Caught In The Act

This short video (43 seconds) is yet one more great tool which proves what we are seeing in our
skies is absolutely aircraft spraying, and absolutely

The Geoengineering Truth is Still Shrouded in Lies

The human race is struggling to remain in a bubble of false realities and delusions. Governments,
public agencies, and environmental groups, all try to convince us that

Geoengineered Drought Crushes California, Who Profits?

Why in the world would those in power create a drought cataclysm in California? This question
is thrown at me constantly. I give answers and reasons,

Weather Warfare Government Documents

Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025 - US Gov

The HAARP Project and non-lethal weapons - European Parliament
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Global Skywatch
Geoengineering news, information, galleries, user forums

SkyderALERT
Notify politicians about spraying.

Patriot Network
Alternative news and information.

Carnicom Institute
Research for the benefit of humanity

Global News/Flashpoints
Rice Farmer lives out in the hills, growing rice and veggies organically

Collapse of Industrial Civilization
Finding the truth behind the American hologram

Arctic News
Caveat for this site, their climate, Arctic ice, and methane data is accurate, their occasional calls for geoengineering
is not rational and should be ignored

Time To Wake Up News
Alternative news and information

AE911 Truth News Updates
Articles and highlights

The U.K. Column
Alternative news and information from the U.K.

HAARP Status Network
Monitoring HAARP activity

Readers Photos

Disinformation

http://globalskywatch.com/
http://www.skyderalert.com/core/index-visitor/
http://www.patriotinternet.com/
http://www.carnicominstitute.org/
http://ricefarmer.blogspot.com/
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http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/
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The Secret Playbook of Internet Trolls

Source: ZeroHedge.com Pleased to meet you Hope you guess my name What’s confusing you Is
the nature of my game - The Rolling Stones The reason

New Launch for Disinformation Directory Website and FB Page

After a short delay due to the need to upgrade security, I am happy to announce that our affiliate
website Disinformation Directory is  running at full

Portrait of a Cult

By Rebel Siren TROLLS are everywhere, even the word “troll” is offensive. They have been
systematically infiltrating social media, hiding in the shadows like rats. Many

HAARP

Microwaving Planet Earth

At the bottom of this post, there are several good examples of tall microwave towers , and
RADAR stations HEATING THE SKY above the transmitters…. melting snow

Is HAARP Causing Quakes in Oklahoma?

(HaarpStatusNetwork.com) – Oklahoma has issued an Earthquake Warning for a strong
earthquake to hit the area soon under the fact that many smaller  earthquakes have hit

EUCAH Director Arrested for Submitting Law Banning HAARP and
Chemtrails to EU Committee [video]
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The ones who are a threat to the global elite get arrested, committed to psychiatric hospitals… or
worse. I think this illustrates that geoengineering, HAARP, et

Geoengineering Weather

This essay begins with a question:  is “global warming”, aka “climate change” a diversion from
weather modification by geoengineering, including HAARP, chemtrails, and microwave pulses?
drkatesview Heralded by

Dutchsince Shut Down….. 5th Time!…

Dutchsinse’s channel was shut down again last night. Thankfully, his channel was restored today
and is fully functional. “Suspicious Observers” show their true colors. “Special thanks

OZONE DESTRUCTION

Behind the Geoengineering Curtain

Warming Oceans, Warming Planet, The Bottom Line. Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org
Taking The Bait The planet is in full blown meltdown and even now the spin masters

Geoengineering is Destroying the Ozone Layer

So, How Bad Can It Get? Just when it seemed the negative news surrounding global
geoengineering could not get any worse, it absolutely can and is.

Geoengineering Programs Continue To Destroy Ozone Layer

Who has not noticed how intense the sun now feels? Who has not noticed how quickly it begins
to burn the skin? Many have also begun
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Don’t Believe UV Radiation Levels are “Off the Charts”?

Massive UV Levels Are Not So Easy To Hide. (Even if the disinfo agents lie about the facts)
Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Most have already noticed how

Global Geoengineering Fueling Venus Syndrome

What Is “Venus Syndrome”? “Venus syndrome” is not a metaphor, it is a scientific scenario. The
term should be self explanatory, but just to be clear,

Chemtrail Forecast

Global Meltdown

Geoengineering And Ocean Die Off, It’s Not Just Fukushima

Stratospheric aerosol geoengineering is certainly having horrific effects on the entire world
including the oceans. There are other forms of geoengineering focused specifically on the
oceans.

Sweden Burning Under Record Heat

Source: Robert Scribbler It’s been scorching hot in Sweden this summer. Throughout June, July
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and into August, the Arctic country has seen day after day of

Snow missing from New Zealand’s ski slopes at a time when scientists say
glaciers are melting

Source: Fox News WELLINGTON, New Zealand –  Winter has rolled into its third month in
New Zealand, and Nick Jarman says he’s going stir crazy as

Derailments May Increase as ‘Sun Kinks’ Buckle Tracks

Source: Climate Central In a warming world, the U.S. could see its cities inundated with water,
its power grids threatened by intense storms, its forests devastated

Record Heat and Loss of Glaciers Mark the Global Climate in 2013

Source: Circle of Blue It was business as usual for many climate indicators. Climate data show
that 2013 followed familiar trends, according to the State of

New Zealand’s ‘dramatic’ ice loss could lead to severe decline of glaciers

Source: The Guardian New Zealand’s vast Southern Alps mountain range has lost a third of its
permanent snow and ice over the past four decades, diminishing

Plane sinks in melting asphalt at Moscow airport

Source: Russia Today A passenger aircraft got stuck at Domodedovo airport for over 4 hours
after its landing gear sank in melting asphalt of one of
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Arctic thaw — carry on regardless?

Source: Alaska Dispatch News When a colleague who has a lot of sympathy for those who do
NOT accept that humans are responsible for global warming

Rapid pace of changing climate gets special emphasis in new status report

Source: MinnPost. The climate is changing more rapidly in today’s world than at any time in
modern civilization. … If we look at it like we’re

June follows May — also the hottest on record

Source: The Hill The world’s surfaces averaged 61.2 degrees Fahrenheit last month, making it
the hottest June since records began more than 130 years ago. The

Atmospheric Heating Continues As NOAA Shows June 2014 Was Hottest on
Record

Source: Robert Scribbler(Graphic of 135 year temperature record by NOAA. Image source:
NCDC.) According to reports from NOAA, human-caused warming continued unabated into
June of 2014

Climate Records Shattered in 2013

Source: Yahoo! News If global warming could be compared to middle-age weight gain, then
Earth is growing a boomer belly, according to a newly released report

Cataclysmic Fires are Raging Across the Northern Hemisphere

While many are still confused by the ongoing assault of climate disinformation, the planet is
burning to the ground, literally. We are all now drifting in
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Source: Live Science If global warming could be compared to middle-age weight gain, then
Earth is growing a boomer belly, according to a newly released report

Will Any Humans Become Post-Carbon?

Source: OpEdNews Probably nobody will read this because it is far too long, far too full of
horrifying details, and far too realistic for most tastes.

1966 Government Weather Modification Document

The 36,000 member Institute of Physics

“Climate geoengineering at scale must be considered only as a last resort…There should be no
lessening of attempts to otherwise correct the harmful impacts of human economies on the Earth’s
ecology and climate.”

IS RAYTHEON THE WEATHER?

Raytheon Corporation is the third largest weapons manufacturer, and is a partner in HAARP. Raethon
also tells the weather to the American Meteorlogical Service (AMS) and is the leading corporation in
Weather Modification Nano Technology, as well as advanced Weather Weapon Systems. Here is
Raytheon's RAY GUN.....crowd control, weather modification, weapons systems, weather
forecasting.......Raytheon. Still think they can't alter the weather?

President John F Kennedy Secret Societies
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Artificial Clouds

Link to Artificial Clouds Website

Methane

Silence before the Storm

Here’s an analogy to describe the precarious situation we’re in. When heat is added to water at
boiling point (100°C or 212°F), vapor will appear at

TABU.All Lives in the Balance Pt. II.The Great Climate Chaos;One Minute
to Midnight

TABU.All Lives in the Balance Pt. II.The Great Climate Chaos;One Minute to Midnight. Many
of us fear that confrontation with despair will bring loneliness and isolation.

The Weekly Geo Weather Report

The Coming Collapse

Report: Federal Directive Authorizes Military To Engage Civilians: “To
Quell Large-scale, Unexpected Civil Disturbances”
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For years the government has been stockpiling weapons, ammunition, riot gear and armored
vehicles. Military personnel have been training in tandem with federal and local police

Who Is Really Running The Government?

The global structure of “government” that rules the world is very foreign to what we have all
been trained to believe. We are surrounded by the

The WAR for the Ukraine: What’s the real story?

The Latest and Biggest Battle Between East and West Converges in the Ukraine Originally
posted at StateoftheNation2012.com There have been many wars — terrible wars —

The Prelude to the End of the American Era

by Ian Welsh And so it begins.  Russia is not restraining the separatists, the Kiev government is
finally really sending in the troops, Barack Obama and

Nasa-funded study: industrial civilisation headed for ‘irreversible collapse’?

Natural and social scientists develop new model of how ‘perfect storm’ of crises could unravel
global system. This Nasa Earth Observatory image shows a storm system

Government Document “Geoengineering Governance and Technology”
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OWNING THE WEATHER

An Award-Winning Documentary (see the trailer)

View the Government Documents

"Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025"
1966 Document - Weather Modification Report
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